Post-transcriptional restriction of gene expression in sea urchin interspecies hybrid embryos.
The synthesis of many paternal species-specific proteins is reduced in all stages of sea urchin interspecies hybrid embryos, due to the reduced amounts of some paternal mRNA species in hybrid embryos compared with the embryos of the paternal species (Tufaro and Brandhorst 1982). Possible explanations for this restriction were tested. Cloned cDNAs were selected that were specific for paternal RNA sequences having reduced amounts (to 2-20% of normal) in hybrid embryos derived from a cross of Stronglyocentrotus purpuratus eggs with Lytechinus pictus sperm. Several of these RNA species are barely detectable in the eggs, but they accumulate extensively (5- to 40-fold) during L. pictus embryogenesis. Thus, the restricted expression of these paternal genes in hybrid embryos is not the result of the persistence of stable maternal mRNA species stored in eggs and not replaced by zygotic transcription. The accumulation of some of these L. pictus transcripts is also reduced in the reciprocal cross (L. pictus eggs X S. purpuratus sperm); therefore, the full expression of these L. pictus genes in hybrid embryos is not dependent on species-specific maternal factors stored in the egg. The transcriptional activity of one such gene was estimated using a run-on assay in isolated nuclei; it is as actively transcribed in hybrid as it is in homospecific embryos, but in hybrid embryos the cytoplasmic transcript accumulates to only 2-15% of the normal level. Sequence analysis indicates that this gene encodes a metallothionein. Mechanisms are discussed that might account for the post-transcriptional restriction of expression of some genes in hybrid embryos.